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HELLO,  

I 'M DOINA BEJENARU!

FOUNDER OF 
JUMP IN PODCAST

In 2014 I left my office job to become a full-time
freelancer. I worked with international clients and billed
more than 13,000 hours so far.

In 2020 I started Jump In Podcast as a way to help all
those who want to enter the freelance world by providing
them with the tools to make the best career move.



Pros
This works great for long-term projects where the hours per day/per week are
set in place

It works well for those who are starting in freelancing until they understand
their value, how long it takes them to finish a project and until they are
getting better at what they do.

It’s easy to use in a hybrid approach: mix it with pay per project. For example,
a web developer might work per project, however, when it’s about revisions,
they might charge per hour.



Cons
The faster you finish, the less you are paid. In this case, it is hard to predict the
monthly income, unless you negotiate an exact number of hours per week.

It can become a hassle to explain it to your long-term client when you decide
to raise your fee.

You are working less efficiently and in a long run, this hurts you, because you
develop a work habit of taking more time to finish a task.

You are not paid for the outcome or value, but you are paid for your time. And
you should ask yourself: are you following your own best interests? Can you
quantify the value you are offering in one hour?

You are limiting the value you could be offering to your client.

Tracking your time can be stressful or having a debate with your client that
you did spend that amount of time for a task, when they don’t understand
why it took you so long, can become a burden.



Tips
Sell value, not time

When you calculate your hourly pay, make sure you include all the time you
might spend with your client in meetings which are not usually paid, the time
you spend looking for clients, which again, it’s not paid.

Aspire to become an expert so later on you can package your service.

Make your life easier. Track your time. Use clockify.me to track your spent
hours for a specific project (it's free).

Be aware when you spend time outside of the business hours and you are
happy that you worked more hours. You actually worked harder, not smarter.

Never stop evaluating the value you are providing in an hour, so you can take
better decisions if would be best to switch to pay per project.

There are cases when the hourly pay works better than the project-based pay.
Use your best judgment.

https://clockify.me/


YOUR RATE

OPTION ONE
Calculate your hourly rate with Referral Rock. 
Note that the rates have been multiplied by two to account for taxes and
savings. See the example below.

https://referralrock.com/yourrate/


Hourly Rate:

Billable hours per month:

Total income per month:

Total income per month:

Estimated taxes: 25%

Estimated profit: 5%

TAKE HOME: 

YOUR RATE

OPTION TWO


